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discipline taken together make up education. The
object of discipline is to strengthen the character for the
purposes of morality. Differences of character depend
upon differences of will. When a man looks into his mind
he finds something already there, certain tendencies,
certain signs of strength and weakness, resulting from
his natural disposition. This is the objective part of
the character. But by the contemplation of his qualities
arises a new will, which by distinction fr0m the other
should be called the subjective part of his character.
Objective characters differ very greatly, and need for
their improvement both stimulus and repression. These
it is difficult to apply, and therefore the objective part of
the character only attains with trouble a condition of
harmony with itself. Such a harmony is produced by
the operation of what Herbart calls will-memory. The
subjective part of the will is gradually formed by the
adoption of certain modes of action under similar cir-
cumstances ; and as this part of the will develops, a man
acquires for himself certain maxims £nd principles, which
give rise to motives. To make these motives effectual
often requires a struggle, and the strength or weakness of
a character is shown by the more or less complete har-
mony between the objective and the subjective will.
Morality resides in both. However well disposed a child
may be, and however much his objective will may be full
of good tendencies, we shall not secure the operation of
these, and the exclusion of the bad tendencies which are
to be found in every one, unless we support them by good
principles, which belong to the subjective side of the will.
These principles are produced by the aesthetic judgments,
by which the child is led to distinguish between good
and evil. Unless these judgments are clear, strong, and.
complete, the principles have not firm foundation in the

